T11.3 STATUS – FEB 08, 2024

T11-2024-00032-V000

Membership 10 voting, 9 advisory, 6 emeritus

Project Status

- FC-FS-7 – Obsolete Loop, Removed Slow-Wait state from Speed Negotiation, Removed Clock Sync support (primitives)
- FC-GS-9 – Completed letter ballot and comment resolution. See motion.
- FC-NVMe-3 – Addition of FTBC to FC-NVMe, Reviewed updated work item list.
- FC-SP-3 – MD5 removal. Obsoleting AUTH methods FCPAP, FCEAP, Annex A compliance elements, SNIA FC Security Whitepaper review updates, Certificate Chains support, SA-AUTH interoperability profile(annex) supporting CNSA 1.0
- FC-SW-8 – Draft standard rev 1.03. Review of RFC Ballot comments – 4 open comments remain
- Profile Review – No meeting, decided to dissolve this EG.
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Actions:
- FC-GS-9 had the following recommendation passed with a 9-0-1 vote at T11.3

  Request T11.3 accept T11-2024-00008-v001 as Letter ballot comment resolution and forward FC-GS-9 draft standard Rev. 12.08 contained in T11-2024-00064-v000 to T11 for Public Review.

  T11.3 Requests T11 to forward to INCITS for further processing.

- FC-LS-5 had the following recommendation passed with a 9-0-1 vote at T11.3

  Request Chair to accept T11-2023-00040-v010 as RFC ballot comment resolution and forward FC-LS-5 draft standard Rev. 5.23 contained in T11-2023-00373-v002 to INCITS to initiate a letter ballot.

  T11.3 requests T11 to initiate a letter ballot.
T11.3 made the following motion passed unanimously with no objections:

- The Fibre Channel Interconnection Schemes TG requests that the Fibre Channel TC recommend Dean Wallace to be appointed as Emeritus Member of the Fibre Channel Interconnection Schemes TG